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Abstract

We shall explain how the idea of “microlocal analysis” of the sev-
enties has been reformulated in the framework of sheaf theory in the
eighties and then applied to various branches of mathematics, such as
linear partial differential equations or symplectic topology. 1 2
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Introduction

Mathematics often treat, in its own language, everyday ideas and the con-
cepts that one encounters in this discipline are frequently familiar. A good
illustration of this fact is the dichotomy local/global. These notions appear
almost everywhere in mathematics and there is a tool to handle them, this
is sheaf theory, a theory elaborated in the fifties (see § 1).

But another notion emerged in the seventies, that of “microlocal” and
being local on a manifold M becomes now a global property with respect to
the fibers of the cotangent bundle T ∗M −→M .

The microlocal point of view first appeared in Analysis with Mikio
Sato [Sat70], soon followed by Hörmander [Hör71, Hör83], who both in-
troduced among others the notion of wave front set. The singularities of a
hyperfunction or a distribution on a manifold M are viewed as the projection
on M of singularities living in the cotangent bundle T ∗M , more precisely in√
−1T ∗M , and the geometry appearing in the cotangent bundle is in general

much easier to analyze (see § 2).
This microlocal point of view was then extended to sheaf theory by

Masaki Kashiwara and the author in the eighties (see [KS82, KS85, KS90])
who introduced the notion of microsupport of sheaves giving rise to mi-
crolocal sheaf theory. To a sheaf F on a real manifold M , one associates
its “microsupport” µsupp(F )3 a closed conic subset of the cotangent bundle
T ∗M which describes the codirections of non-propagation of F (see § 3).

Microlocal sheaf theory has many applications and we will give a glance
at some of them in § 4. First in the study of linear partial differential equa-
tions (D-modules and their solutions), which was the original motivation
of this theory. Next in other branches of mathematics and in particular
in symplectic topology (see in particular [Tam08] and [NZ09]). The reason
why microlocal sheaf theory is closely connected to symplectic topology is
that the microsupport of a sheaf is a co-isotropic subset and the category
of sheaves, localized on the cotangent bundle, is a homogeneous symplectic
invariant playing a role similar to that of the Fukaya category although the
techniques in these two fields are extremely different.

3µsupp(F ) was denoted SS(F ) in loc. cit., a shortcut for “singular support”.
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Before entering the core of our subject, we shall briefly recall our basic
language, categories, homological algebra and sheaves. Then, following an
historical point of view, we will recall the birth of algebraic analysis, with
Sato’s hyperfunctions in 1959-60, and the birth of microlocal analysis, with
Sato’s microfunctions around 1970. Then, we will describe some aspects
of microlocal sheaf theory (1980-90) and some of its recent applications in
symplectic topology.

1 The prehistory: categories and sheaves

In everyday life, one often speaks of “local” or “global” phenomena (e.g.,
local wars, global warming) which are now common notions. These two
concepts also exist in Mathematics, in which they have a precise meaning.
On a topological space X, a property is locally satisfied if there exists an
open covering of X on which it is satisfied. But it can happen that a
property is locally satisfied without being globally satisfied. For example,
an equation may be locally solvable without being globally solvable. Or,
more sophisticated, a manifold is always locally orientable, but not always
globally orientable, as shown by the example of the Möbius strip. And also,
a manifold is locally isomorphic (as a topological space) to an open subset
of the Euclidian space Rn, but the 2-dimensional sphere S2 is not globally
isomorphic to any open subset of R2, and this is why in order to recover the
earth by planar maps, one needs at least two maps.

There is a wonderful tool which makes a precise link between local and
global properties and which plays a prominent role in mathematics, it is
sheaf theory. Sheaf theory was created by Jean Leray when he was a war
prisoner in the forties. At the beginning it was aimed at algebraic topology,
but its scope goes far beyond and this language is used almost everywhere,
in algebraic geometry, representation theory, linear analysis, mathematical
physic, etc. It is a basic and universal language in mathematics. Leray’s
ideas were extremely difficult to follow, but were clarified by Henri Cartan
and Jean-Pierre Serre in the fifties who made sheaf theory an essential tool
for analytic and algebraic geometry4.

But, as everyone knows, in mathematics and mathematical physics the
set theoretical point of view is often supplanted by the categorical perspec-
tive. Category theory was introduced by Eilenberg-McLane [EML45], more
or less at the same time as sheaf theory, and fantastically developed by

4For a short history of sheaf theory, see the historical notes by Christian Houzel
in [KS90].
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Grothendieck, in particular in his famous Tohoku paper [Gro57]. The un-
derlying idea of category theory is that mathematical objects only take their
full force in relation with other objects of the same type. This is part of a
broader intellectual movement of which structuralism of Claude Lévi-Strauss
and linguistics of Noam Chomsky are illustrations.

The link between categories and sheaves is due to Grothendieck. In this
seminal work of 1957, he interprets a presheaf of sets F as a contravariant
functor defined on the category of all open subsets of a topological space X
with values in the category of sets, and a sheaf is a presheaf which satisfies
natural glueing properties (see below). Later Grothendieck introduced what
is now called “Grothendieck topologies” by remarking that there is no need of
a topological space to develop sheaf theory. The objects of any category may
perfectly play the role of the open sets and it remains to define abstractly
what the coverings are. But this is another story that we shall not develop
here.

Note that instead of looking at a sheaf as a functor on the category of
open sets, one can also associate a functor Γ(U ; • ) to each open set U of X,
from the category of sheaves to that of sets, namely the functor which to a
sheaf F associates F (U), its value on U . When one considers sheaves with
values in the category of modules over a given ring, the functor Γ(U ; • )
is left exact but in general not exact. This is precisely the translation of
the fact that certain properties are satisfied locally and not globally. Then
comes the dawn of modern homological algebra, with the introduction of
derived functors, and it appears that the cohomology of a sheaf F on U is
recovered by the derived functor of Γ(U ; • ) applied to F . These cohomology
objects are a kind of measure of the obstruction to pass from local to global.

Let us be a little more precise, referring to [SAGV,KS06] for an exhaus-
tive treatment.

1.1 Categories

Let us briefly recall what a category is. A category C is the data of a set of
objects, Ob(C ), and given two objects X,Y ∈ Ob(C ), a set HomC (X,Y ),
called the set of morphisms from X to Y , and for any X,Y, Z ∈ Ob(C )
a map ◦ : HomC (X,Y ) × HomC (Y, Z) −→ HomC (X,Z), these data satisfy-
ing some axioms which become extremely natural as soon as one thinks as
X,Y, Z as being for example sets, or topological spaces, or vector spaces,
and HomC (X,Y ) as being the set of morphisms from X to Y , i.e., maps in
case of sets, continuous maps in case of topological spaces and linear maps in
case of vector spaces. It is then natural to call the elements of HomC (X,Y )
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the morphisms from X to Y and to use the notation f : X −→ Y for such a
morphism. One shall be aware that in general the objects X,Y, Z etc. are
not sets and a fortiori the morphisms are not maps. One calls the map ◦ the
composition of morphisms, and one simply asks two things: the composition
is associative, (f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h) and for each object X there exists a
morphism idX : X −→ X which plays the role of the identity morphism, that
is, f ◦ idX = f and idX ◦g = g for any f : X −→ Y and g : Z −→ X.

Category theory seems at first glance extremely simple and attractive,
but there are traps. Indeed, the class of all sets is not a set, as noticed by
Georg Cantor and later by Bertrand Russell whose argument is a variant
of the Greek paradox “All Cretans are liars”. This leads to inextricable
problems, unless one uses the concept of universe (or other equivalent notions
such as that of unaccessible cardinals) and add an axiom to Set theory, “any
set belongs to a universe”, what Grothendieck did, but perhaps what scared
Bourbaki, who never introduced category theory in his globalizing project.

Applying the philosophy of categories to themselves, we have to under-
stand what a morphism F : C −→ C ′ from a category C to a category C ′ is.
Such a morphism is called a functor. It sends Ob(C ) to Ob(C ′) and any mor-
phism f : X −→ Y to a morphism F (f) : F (X) −→ F (Y ). Of course, one asks
that F commutes with the composition of morphisms, F (g◦f) = F (g)◦F (f),
and sends identity morphisms in C to identity morphisms in C ′. In prac-
tice, one often encounters “contravariant functors”, that is, functors which
reverse the arrows, F (g ◦ f) = F (f) ◦ F (g). It is better to consider them
as usual functors from C op to C ′, where C op, the opposite category of C , is
the category C in which the arrows are reversed: a morphism f : X −→ Y in
C op is a morphism f : Y −→ X in C .

1.2 Homological algebra

Homological algebra is essentially linear algebra, not over a field but over a
ring and by extension, in any abelian categories, that is, categories which
are modelled on the category of modules over a ring.

Consider first a finite system of linear equations over a (not necessarily
commutative) ring k:

N0∑
i=1

ajiui = vj , j = 1, . . . , N1.(1.1)

Here ui and vj belong to some left k-module S and aji belongs to k. Denote
by P0 the matrix (aji)1≤i≤N0,1≤j≤N1 and by P0· this matrix acting on the
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left on SN0 :

SN0 P0·−−→ SN1 .

Now consider ·P0, the matrix P0 acting on the right on kN0 , and denote by
M its cokernel, so that we have an exact sequence:

kN1 ·P0−−→ kN0 −→M −→ 0.(1.2)

Conversely, consider a k-module M and assume that there exists an exact
sequence (1.2). Then, one says that M admits a finite 1-presentation, but
such a presentation is not unique and different matrices with entries in k may
give isomorphic modules. This is similar to the fact that a finite dimensional
vector space may have different systems of generators. As we shall see, when
analyzing the system (1.1), the important (and “intrinsic”) information is
not the matrix P0 but the module5 M .

Applying the contravariant left exact functor Hom ( • , S) to (1.2) we find
the exact sequence

0 −→ Hom (M,S) −→ SN0 P0·−−→ SN1 ,

which shows that the kernel of P0· depends only on M (up to isomorphism)
not on the presentation (1.2).

Assume now that k is right Noetherian. Then the kernel of ·P0 in (1.2)
is finitely generated and one can extend the exact sequence (1.2) to an exact
sequence

kN2 ·P1−−→ kN1 ·P0−−→ kN0 −→M −→ 0.(1.3)

By iterating this construction, one finds a long exact sequence

· · · −→ kN2 ·P1−−→ kN1 ·P0−−→ kN0 −→M −→ 0.(1.4)

Consider the complex M
•

:= · · · −→ kN2
·P1−−→ kN1

·P0−−→ kN0 −→ 0 and identify
M with a complex concentrated in degree 0. We get a morphism of complexes
M

• −→M

M
•

=

��

· · · // kN2
·P1 //

��

kN1
·P0 //

��

kN0 //

��

0

M = · · · // 0 // 0 //M // 0

5According to Mikio Sato (personal communication), at the origin of this idea is the
mathematician and philosopher of the 17th century, E. W von Tschirnhaus.
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and this morphism is a qis, a quasi-isomorphism, that is, induces an isomor-
phism on the cohomology. Now one proves that, up to “canonical isomor-
phism”, the complex Hom (M

•
, S) does not depend on the choice of the free

resolution M
•

and one sets

RHom (M,S) = Hom (M
•
, S).(1.5)

This object is represented by the complex (which is no more an exact se-
quence, but the composition of two consecutive arrows is 0):

0 −→ SN0 P0·−−→ SN1 P1·−−→ · · ·(1.6)

One sets

Extj(M,S) = HjRHom (M,S)

' Ker(Pj : SNj −→ SNj+1)/ Im(Pj−1 : SNj−1 −→ SNj ).

Hence, Ext0(M,S) ' Hom (M,S) ' Ker(P0) and for j > 0, Extj(M,S) is
the obstruction for solving the equation Pj−1u = v, knowing that Pjv = 0.

One calls RHom ( • , S) the right derived functor of the left exact (con-
travariant) functor Hom ( • , S) and this construction is a toy model for the
general construction of derived functors. Indeed, consider a left exact func-
tor of abelian categories F : A −→ C . Its right derived functor RF is defined
as follows. Given X an object of A , one first constructs (when it is possible)
an exact sequence

0 −→ X −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ · · ·(1.7)

where the Ij ’s are injective objects of A . Let us denote by I
•

the complex
0 −→ I0 −→ I1 −→ · · · and set RF (X) = F (I

•
). (The fact that the arrows

in (1.3) go backward with respect to (1.7) is due to the fact that the functor
Hom ( • , S) is contravariant.)

The construction of derived functors finds its natural place in the lan-
guage of derived categories, again due to Grothendieck. The derived cate-
gory D(C ) of an abelian category is obtained by considering complexes in C
and identifying two complexes when they are quasi-isomorphic. When con-
sidering bounded complexes (those whose objects are all 0 except finitely
many of them), one gets the bounded derived category Db(C ).

Derived categories are particular cases of triangulated categories. In
such categories we have “distinguished triangles”, which play the role of
exact sequences in abelian categories. We shall not say more here.
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1.3 Abelian sheaves

Consider now a topological space X and the set OpX of its open sets. This
set may be considered as a category by deciding that the morphisms are the
inclusions (one morphism if U ⊂ V , no morphisms otherwise). Denote by
Mod(k) the abelian category of left k-modules. A presheaf of k-modules
is nothing but a functor F : Opop

X −→ Mod(k). Hence, to any open set
U , F associates a k-module F (U) and for U ⊂ V we get a k-linear map
F (V ) −→ F (U), called the restriction morphism. Of course, the composition
of the restriction morphisms associated with inclusions U ⊂ V ⊂ W is the
restriction morphism associated with U ⊂W , and the restriction associated
with U ⊂ U is the identity. If s ∈ F (V ) and U ⊂ V , one often simply
denotes by s|U its image in F (U) by the restriction morphism.

A sheaf F is a presheaf satisfying natural glueing conditions. Namely,
for any open subset U of X consider an open covering U =

⋃
i∈I Ui. One

asks
(i) if s ∈ F (U) satisfies s|Ui = 0 for all i ∈ I, then s = 0,
(ii) if one is given a family {si}i∈I with si ∈ F (Ui) satisfying si|Ui∩Uj =
sj |Ui∩Uj for all pairs (i, j), then there exists s ∈ F (U) such that s|Ui = si.

The presheaf C0
X of R-valued continuous functions onX is a first example

of a sheaf (here, k = R), as well as the sheaf kX of locally constant k-
valued functions. More generally, if Z is a locally closed subset of X (the
intersection of an open and a closed subset), there exists a unique sheaf kZX
on X whose restriction to Z is the constant sheaf kZ on Z and which is 0
on X \ Z. If there is no risk of confusion, we shall simply write kZ instead
of kZX . On the other hand, the presheaf of constant functions on X is not
a sheaf in general.

One easily proves that the category Mod(kX) of sheaves on X is an
abelian category. One denotes by Db(kX) its bounded derived category.

The open set U being given, consider the functor

Γ(U ; • ) : Mod(kX) −→ Mod(k), F 7→ F (U).(1.8)

One easily shows the isomorphism of functors

Γ(U ; • ) ' Hom (kU , • ).

This functor is left exact but not right exact in general. For example, take
for X the complex line and consider the complex of sheaves

0 −→ CX −→ OX
∂z−→ OX −→ 0.
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Here, OX is the sheaf of holomorphic functions and ∂z the holomorphic
derivation. This sequence is exact due to the fact that a holomorphic func-
tion is locally constant if and only if its derivative is 0 and locally on X, one
can solve the equation ∂zf = g. For any non-empty connected open set U
the sequence

0 −→ C −→ OX(U)
∂z−→ OX(U)(1.9)

remains exact, but one cannot solve the equation ∂zf = g globally on U
when U = C \ {0} and g(z) = 1/z. Hence, the functor Γ(U ; • ) is left exact
but is not right exact. Deriving it, one gets the functor RΓ(U ; • ) : Db(kX) −→
Db(k) of derived categories.

We have chosen to describe the functor RΓ(U ; • ) but it is a particular
case of one of six natural functors, called the six Grothendieck operations.
One has the internal hom functor RHom and the tensor product functor
L
⊗, the functor of direct images Rf∗ and its left adjoint f−1, the functor of
proper direct images Rf! and its right adjoint f !. In these Notes, we shall
make use of the duality functor D′X := RHom ( • ,kX).

Given an open set U and setting S = X \U , we have an exact sequence
of sheaves

0 −→ kU −→ kX −→ kS −→ 0.

For F ∈ Db(kX), applying the functor RHom ( • , F ) we get the distinguished
triangle

RΓS(X;F ) −→ RΓ(X;F ) −→ RΓ(U ;F )
+1−−→ .

Hence, RΓS(X;F ) is the obstruction to extend uniquely to X the cohomol-
ogy classes of F defined on U . If F is a usual sheaf, then H0RΓS(X;F ) =
ΓS(X;F ) is the space of sections of F on X supported by S.

Now consider a sheaf of rings R on X. Replacing the constant ring k
with R, a system of linear equations on R becomes an R-module which
is locally of finite presentation. If R is coherent, whatever it means, such
a module is called a coherent R-module. Hence, the slogan is “a system
of linear equations with coefficients in R is nothing but a coherent left R-
module”. We denote by Db(R) the derived category of left R-modules. We
shall encounter such a situation in Section 4.1.
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1.4 An application: generalized functions

In the sixties, people were used to work with various spaces of generalized
functions constructed with the tools of functional analysis. Sato’s construc-
tion of hyperfunctions in [Sat59] is at the opposite of this practice: he uses
purely algebraic tools and complex analysis. The importance of Sato’s def-
inition is twofold: first, it is purely algebraic (starting with the sheaf of
holomorphic functions), and second it highlights the link between real and
complex geometry. Note that the sheaf BM of hyperfunctions on a real ana-
lytic manifold M naturally contains the sheaf DbM of distributions and has
the nice property of being flabby (the restriction morphisms are surjective).
We refer to [And07,Sch07] for an exposition of Sato’s work.

Consider first the case where M is an open interval of the real line R
and let X be an open neighborhood of M in the complex line C satisfying
X ∩ R = M . Denote by O(U) the space of holomorphic functions on an
open set U ⊂ X. The space B(M) of hyperfunctions on M is given by

B(M) = O(X \M)/O(X).(1.10)

In other words, a hyperfunction on M is a holomorphic function on X \M ,
and such a function is considered as 0 if it extends to the whole of X.

It is easily proved, using the solution of the Cousin problem, that this
space depends only on M , not on the choice of X, and that the correspon-
dence I 7→ B(I) (I open in M) defines a flabby sheaf BM on M .

With Sato’s definition, the boundary values always exist and are no more
a limit in any classical sense.

Sato’s definition is motivated by the well-known fact that the Dirac func-
tion at 0 is “the boundary value” of 1

2iπ1/z. Indeed, if ϕ is a C0-function
on R, one has

ϕ(0) = lim
ε
>−→0

1

2iπ

∫
R

(
ϕ(x)

x− iε
− ϕ(x)

x+ iε
)dx.

and one can write formally:

δ(x) =
1

2iπ
(

1

x− i0
− 1

x+ i0
).

It follows that for any distribution u on R with compact support, say K ⊂ R,
u is the boundary value of the function u ? 1

2iπ1/z holomorphic on C \ K
and in fact any distribution on R is the boundary value of a holomorphic
function on C \ R. However, there exist holomorphic functions on C \ {0}
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which have no boundary values as a distribution, such as the holomorphic
function exp(1/z) defined on C \ {0}.

In order to extend to the higher dimensional case the definition of hyper-
functions, a natural idea would be as follows. Denote by M a real analytic
manifold and by X a complexification of M . Then, it would be tempting
to define B(M) by formula (1.10). Unfortunately, this does not work since
Hartog’s theorem tells us that this space is 0 as soon as dimM > 1. (Here
and in the sequel, dim denotes the dimension of a real manifold.)

Another way is to use local cohomology, that is, the derived functor of
the functor ΓM ( • ). Indeed, in dimension 1 one has

B(M) = O(X \M)/O(X) ' H1
M (X; OX),

where OX is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X, and the presheaf
H1
M (OX) is a sheaf on M . This is the sheaf BM .

Note that Sato invented local cohomology independently from Grothen-
dieck in the 1960s in order to define hyperfunctions. On a real analytic
manifold M of dimension n, the sheaf BM was originally defined as

BM = Hn
M (OX)⊗ orM ,

after having proved that the groups Hj
M (OX) are 0 for j 6= n. Here, orM

is the orientation sheaf on M . Since X is oriented, Poincaré’s duality gives
the isomorphism D′X(CM ) ' orM [−n] where D′X is the duality functor for
sheaves on X. An equivalent definition of the sheaf of hyperfunctions is thus
given by

BM = RHom (D′XCM ,OX).(1.11)

The sheaf AM of real analytic functions is given by

AM := CM ⊗OX .

Since CM ' D′XD′XCM , we get the natural morphism from real analytic
functions to hyperfunctions:

AM ' RHom (D′XCM ,CX)⊗OX −→ RHom (D′XCM ,OX) ' BM .

Formula (1.11) opens the door to a vast generalization of distributions
and hyperfunctions: one may consider the sheaves (in the derived sense)
RHom (F,OX) where now F is any sheaf on X. This is particularly inter-
esting when F is R-constructible (see Definition 3.6 below).
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Similarly as in dimension 1, one can represent the sheaf BM by using
Čech cohomology of coverings of X \M . For example, let X be a Stein open
subset of Cn and set M = Rn ∩X. Denote by x the coordinates on Rn and
by x+

√
−1y the coordinates on Cn. One can recover Cn \Rn by n+ 1 open

half-spaces

Vi = {(x+
√
−1y; 〈y, ξi〉 > 0}, ξ ∈ Rn \ {0}, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1.

For J ⊂ {1, . . . , n + 1} set VJ =
⋂
j∈J Vj . Assuming n > 1, we have the

isomorphism Hn
M (X; OX) ' Hn−1(X \M ; OX). Therefore, setting UJ =

VJ ∩X, we have

B(M) '
∑
|J |=n

OX(UJ)/
∑

|K|=n−1

OX(UK).

Then comes naturally the following problem: how to recognize the directions
associated with these UJ ’s? The answer is given by Sato’s microlocalization
functor that we shall describe in § 2.

2 Microlocal analysis

With any real manifold M (say of dimension n) are naturally associated two
important vector bundles, the tangent bundle τ : TM −→ M and its dual,
the cotangent bundle π : T ∗M −→ M . Classically, one interprets a vector
v ∈ Tx0M as the speed at the point x0 of something moving on M and
passing at x0. Up to the zero-section and to the action of R+ on these
vector bundles, one may think of Tx0M as the space of all light rays issued
from x0 and of T ∗x0M as the space of all half-spaces, or walls, passing through
x0.

The tangent bundle is more intuitive, but it appears that the cotangent
bundle is much more important. It is the phase space of the physicists and
it is endowed with a fundamental structure, it is a symplectic manifold.
Symplectic geometry is a very classical subject whose origin perhaps goes
back to William Hamilton in the first half of the 19th century. Note that
the duality tangent/cotangent reflects the duality observer/observed.

Analysts have known for long, after Petrowski, Hadamard and Leray,
that, given a linear differential operator P on a manifold X, its principal
symbol σ(P ) is a well-defined function on the cotangent bundle and the
geometry of its characteristic variety (the zeroes of σ(P )) plays a role in the
behaviour of its solutions. But the story of microlocal analysis really started
in the 70’s with Mikio Sato.
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As already mentioned, a hyperfunction may be represented (not uniquely)
as a sum of boundary values of holomorphic functions defined on tuboids6 in
X and an important problem is to understand from where these boundary
values come. For that purpose, Sato defined the sheaf of microfunctions CM
on the conormal bundle T ∗MX to M in X (the dual of the normal bundle, see
below) whose direct image on M is the sheaf BM . The reason of the success
of this approach is that the study of partial differential equations is much
easier in T ∗MX. Consider for example the wave operator � = ∂2

t −
∑n

i=1 ∂
2
xi

on Rt × Rnx. Its characteristic variety is a smooth manifold in Ṫ ∗MX (the
bundle T ∗MX with the zero-section removed) and, locally on Ṫ ∗MX, the equa-
tion �u = 0 can be reduced after a “quantized contact transformation” to
the equation ∂tu = 0.

The breakthrough of microlocal analysis quickly spread from the analytic
framework to the C∞-framework, under the impulse of Lars Hörmander who
replaced the use of holomorphic functions by that of the Fourier transform.
Note that the

√
−1 which appears in the Fourier transform is related (in a

precise sense, via the Laplace transform, see [KS97]) to the isomorphism of
vector bundles T ∗MX '

√
−1T ∗M , where T ∗M is the cotangent bundle to

M .
Microfunctions are certainly an important tool of analysis, but in our

opinion their construction is still more important. Indeed, they are con-
structed by applying a new functor to the sheaf OX , the functor µM of
microlocalization along M , and this functor is obtained as the “Fourier–
Sato transform” of the specialisation functor νM . We shall now describe
these three functors which are defined in a purely real setting. References
are made to [KS90].

2.1 Specialization

Notation 2.1. Let V −→M be a real vector bundle. We identify M with the
zero-section of V. For Z ⊂ V we denote by Za its image by the antipodal
map, (x; v) 7→ (x;−v). We say that a subset Z of V is R+-conic if it is
invariant by the action of R+ on V.

Let X be a real manifold and ι : M ↪→ X the embedding of a closed
submanifold M . Denote by τM : TMX −→ M the normal bundle to M in X

6A tuboid is an open subset of X which, in a local chart at x0 ∈ M , contains (Rn ×√
−1Γ) ∩W for an open non-empty convex cone Γ of Rn and an open neighborhood W

of x0 in X.
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defined by the exact sequence of vector bundles over M :

0 −→ TM −→M ×X TX −→ TMX −→ 0.

If F is a sheaf on X, its restriction to M , denoted F |M , may be viewed as a
global object, namely the direct image by τM of a conic sheaf νMF on TMX,
called the specialization of F along M . Conic means locally constant on the
orbits of the action of R+. Intuitively, TMX/R+ is the set of light rays issued
from M in X and the germ of νMF at a normal vector (x; v) ∈ TMX is the
germ at x of the restriction of F along the light ray v.

In order to construct the specialization, one first constructs a commuta-
tive diagram of manifolds, called the normal deformation of X along M :

TMX
� � s //

τM
��

X̃M

p

��

Ω? _
joo

p̃~~
M �
�

ι
// X

, t : X̃M −→ R,
Ω = t−1(R>0),
TMX ' t−1(0),

Locally, after choosing a local coordinate system (x′, x′′) on X such that
M = {x′ = 0}, we have X̃M = X × R, t : X̃M −→ R is the projection,
p(x′, x′′, t) = (tx′, x′′).

The specialization allows one to define intrinsically the notion of Whitney
normal cone. Let S ⊂ X be a locally closed subset. The Whitney normal
cone CM (S) is the closed conic subset of TMX given by

CM (S) = p̃−1(S) ∩ TMX.(2.1)

One also defines the normal cone for two subsets S1 and S2 by using the
diagonal ∆ of X ×X and setting

C(S1, S2) = C∆(S1 × S2).(2.2)

The Whitney normal cone CM (S) is given in a local coordinate system
(x) = (x′, x′′) on X with M = {x′ = 0} by

(x′′0; v0) ∈ CM (S) ⊂ TMX if and only if there exists a sequence

{(xn, cn)}n ⊂ S × R+ with xn = (x′n, x
′′
n) such that x′n

n−→ 0,
x′′n

n−→ x′′0 and cn(x′n)
n−→ v0.

Example 2.2. Assume that M = {x0}. Then C{x0}(S) is the tangent cone
to S.

14



(i) If X = Cn, x0 = 0 and S = {x ∈ X; f(x) = 0} for a holomorphic
function f , then C{0}(S) = {x ∈ X; g(x) = 0} where g is the homogeneous
polynomial of lowest degree in the Taylor expansion of f at 0.

(ii) Let V be a real finite dimensional vector space and let γ be a closed
cone. Then C0(γ) = γ and C0(γ, γ) is the vector space generated by γ.

The specialization functor

νM : Db(kX) −→ Db(kTMX)

is then given by a formula mimicking (2.1):

νMF := s−1Rj∗p̃
−1F.

Clearly, νMF ∈ Db
R+(kTMX), that is, νMF is an R+-conic sheaf. Moreover,

RτM ∗νMF ' νMF |M ' F |M .

For an open cone V ⊂ TMX, one finds that

Hj(V ; νMF ) ' lim−→
U

Hj(U ;F )(2.3)

where U ranges through the family of open subsets of X such that CM (X \
U) ∩ V = ∅.

M

V

U

In other words, a section of νMF on a conic open set V of TMX is given
by a section of F on a small open set U of X which is, in some sense, tangent
to V near M .

2.2 Fourier–Sato transform

The classical Fourier transform is an isomorphism between a space of (gen-
eralized) functions on a real vector space V and another space on the dual
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space V∗. It is an integral transform associated with a kernel on V × V∗.
The Fourier–Sato transform is again an integral transform but now in the
language of the six Grothendieck operations for sheaves. It induces an equiv-
alence of categories between conic sheaves on a vector bundle and conic
sheaves on the dual vector bundle. It seems to have been the first integral
transform for sheaves and, as its name may suggest, this construction is due
to Mikio Sato.

Consider a diagram of real vector bundles over a real manifold M

V×M V∗
p1

ww
p2

((V
τ ((

V∗

πvv
M

If γ is a cone in V, its polar cone, or dual cone, is given by

γ◦ = {(x; ξ) ∈ V∗; 〈ξ, v〉 ≥ 0 for all v ∈ γx}.

Then γ◦ is a closed convex cone of V∗, and there is no hope to recover γ
from γ◦ if γ is not convex. Things are different with sheaves since we can
replace the usual functors on sheaves with their derived version. Define:

P = {(x, y) ∈ V×M V∗; 〈x, y〉 ≤ 0}.

Denote by Db
R+(kV) the subcategory of Db(kV) consisting of conic sheaves.

The Fourier–Sato transform of a conic sheaf F is a sheaf theoretical version
of the construction of the polar cone (see Example 2.4 below). It is given
by the formula

F∧ = Rp2!(p
−1
1 F )P

Theorem 2.3. The functor ∧ induces an equivalence of categories

∧ : Db
R+(kV) ∼−→ Db

R+(kV∗).

Example 2.4. Assume for short that M = pt and let n = dimV.

(i) Let γ be a closed proper7 convex cone in V. Then:

(kγ)∧ ' kInt(γ◦).

Here Intγ◦ denotes the interior of γ◦.

7A cone is proper if it contains no line.
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(ii) Let γ be an open convex cone in V. Then:

(kγ)∧ ' kγ◦a [−n].

(iii) Let (x) = (x′, x′′) be coordinates on Rn with (x′) = (x1, . . . , xp) and
(x′′) = (xp+1, . . . , xn). Denote by (y) = (y′, y′′) the dual coordinates on
(Rn)∗. Set

γ = {x;x′2 − x′′2 ≥ 0}, λ = {y; y′2 − y′′2 ≤ 0}.

Then (kγ)∧ ' kλ[−p]. (See [KS97].)

2.3 Microlocalization

Denote by πM : T ∗MX −→ M the conormal bundle to M , the dual bundle to
TMX, given by the exact sequence of vector bundles over M :

0 −→ T ∗MX −→M ×X T ∗X −→ T ∗M −→ 0.

The microlocalization of F along M , denoted µMF , is the Fourier–Sato
transform of νMF , hence is an object of Db

R+(kT ∗
MX

). It satisfies:

RπM ∗µMF ' µMF |M ' RΓMF.

Roughly speaking, the sections of µMF on an open convex cone V of T ∗MX
are the sections of νMF supported by the polar cone to V in TMX. More
precisely, by using Theorem 2.3 and (2.4), we get

Hj(V ;µMF ) ' lim−→
U,Z

Hj
Z∩U (U ;F )(2.4)

where U ranges through the family of open subsets of X such that U ∩
M = π(V ) and Z ranges over the family of closed subsets of X such that
CM (Z) ⊂ V ◦.

M

V ◦

U ∩ Z
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2.4 Application: microfunctions and wave front sets

Assume now that M is a real analytic manifold of dimension n and X is a
complexification of M . First notice the isomorphisms

M ×X T ∗X ' C⊗R T
∗M ' T ∗M ⊕

√
−1T ∗M.

One deduces the isomorphism

T ∗MX '
√
−1T ∗M.(2.5)

Mikio Sato introduced in [Sat70] the sheaf CM of microfunctions on T ∗MX
as

CM = Hn(µM (OX))⊗π−1 orM ,(2.6)

after having proved that the other cohomology groups are 0. Thus CM is a
conic sheaf on T ∗MX and one has a natural isomorphism

BM
∼−→ πM ∗CM .

Denote by spec the natural map:

spec : Γ(M ; BM ) ∼−→ Γ(T ∗MX; CM ).

Definition 2.5. The wave front set WF(u) of a hyperfunction u ∈ B(M)
is the support of spec(u).

Example 2.6. Denote by (z1, z2) the coordinates on X = C2, with zj = xj+√
−1yj . Let M = R2 and let (x1, x2;

√
−1η1,

√
−1η2) denote the coordinates

on T ∗MX. The function (z1 +
√
−1z2

2)−1 defines a holomorphic function f
in the tuboid R2 ×

√
−1{y1 > y2

2}. The boundary value of f on R2 is a
hyperfunction u, real analytic for (x1, x2) 6= (0, 0) and whose wave front set
above (0, 0) is the half-line {η1 ≥ 0, η2 = 0}.

Note that (x2∂1 +
√
−1
2 ∂2)u = 0 and this is in accordance with the result

of Proposition 4.5 below. Also note that WF(u) is not co-isotropic (see
Definition 3.3) after identifying T ∗MX with

√
−1T ∗M and

√
−1T ∗M with

the symplectic manifold T ∗M .

Remark 2.7. Since the sheaf BM contains the sheaf DbM of distributions,
one obtains what is called the analytic wave front set of distributions.
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Consider a closed convex proper cone Z ⊂ T ∗MX which contains the
zero-section M . Then, WF(u) ⊂ Z if and only if u is the boundary value
b(f) of a holomorphic function f defined in a “tuboid” U with “profile” the
interior of the polar tube to Za, that is, satisfying

CM (X \ U) ∩ IntZ◦a = ∅.

Moreover, the sheaf CM is conically flabby. Therefore, any hyperfunction
may be decomposed as a sum of boundary values of holomorphic functions
fi’s defined in suitable tuboids Ui and if we have hyperfunctions ui (i =
1, . . . N) satisfying

∑
j uj = 0, there exist hyperfunctions uij (i, j = 1, . . . N)

such that

uij = −uji, ui =

N∑
j=1

uij and WF(uij) ⊂WF(ui) ∩WF(uj).

In other words, consider holomorphic functions gi’s defined in tuboids Ui
and assume that

∑
i b(gi) = 0. Then there exist holomorphic functions gij ’s

defined in tuboids Uij whose profile is the convex hull of Ui ∪ Uj such that

gij = −gji, gi =

N∑
j=1

gij .

This is the so-called “Edge of the wedge theorem” which was intensively
studied in the seventies (see [Mar67]).

Soon after Mikio Sato had defined the sheaf CM and the analytic wave
front set of hyperfunctions, Lars Hörmander defined the C∞-wave front set
of distributions, by using the classical Fourier transform. See [Hör71,Hör83]
and also [BI73,Sjö82] for related constructions.

3 Microlocal sheaf theory

The idea of microlocal analysis was extended to sheaf theory by Masaki
Kashiwara and the author (see [KS82,KS85,KS90]), giving rise to microlo-
cal sheaf theory. With a sheaf F on a real manifold M , one associates its
“microsupport” µsupp(F )8 a closed conic subset of the cotangent bundle
T ∗M . The microsupport describes the codirections of non-propagation of
F . Here we consider sheaves of k-modules for a commutative unital ring

8Concerning the notation µsupp, see the footnote in the Introduction.
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k. Roughly speaking, a codirection (x0; ξ0) ∈ T ∗M does not belong to
µsupp(F ) if for any smooth function ϕ : M −→ R such that ϕ(x0) = 0 and
dϕ(x0) = ξ0, any section of Hj({ϕ < 0};F ) extends uniquely in a neighbor-
hood of x0. In other words, (RΓ{ϕ≥0}(F ))x0 ' 0. The microsupport of a
sheaf describes the codirections in which it is not locally constant and a sheaf
whose microsupport is contained in the zero-section is nothing but a locally
constant sheaf. Here again, a local notion (that of being locally constant)
becomes a global notion with respect to the projection T ∗M −→M .

One can give natural bounds to the microsupport of sheaves after the six
operations, in particular after proper direct images and non-characteristic
inverse images. The formulas one obtains are formally similar to the classical
ones for D-modules. As an application, one gets a generalization of Morse
theory. Indeed, in the classical setting this theory asserts that given a proper
function ϕ : M −→ R, the topology of the set Mt = {x ∈ M ;ϕ(x) < t} does
not change as far as t does not meet a critical value of ϕ, that is, RΓ(Mt; kM )
is constant in t on an interval (t0, t1) in which there is no critical values. Now
we can replace the constant sheaf kM with any sheaf F on M , a critical value
of ϕ becoming any t = ϕ(x) ∈ R such that dϕ(x) ∈ µsupp(F ). Here, we
shall interpret the new notion of “barcodes” (see [Ghr08]) in this setting.

The main property of the microsupport is that it is a co-isotropic (i.e.,
involutive) subset of the symplectic manifold T ∗M . This is the reason why
this theory has many applications in symplectic topology, as we shall see in
Section 4.

3.1 Microsupport

Let M be a real manifold, say of class C∞.

Definition 3.1 (See [KS90, Def. 5.1.2]). Let F ∈ Db(kM ). One denotes by
µsupp(F ) the closed subset of T ∗M defined as follows. For an open subset
U ⊂ T ∗M , U ∩ µsupp(F ) = ∅ if and only if for any x0 ∈ M and any real
C1-function ϕ on M defined in a neighborhood of x0 satisfying dϕ(x0) ∈ U
and ϕ(x0) = 0, one has (RΓ{x;ϕ(x)≥0}(F ))x0 ' 0. One calls µsupp(F ) the
microsupport of F .

In other words, U ∩ µsupp(F ) = ∅ if the sheaf F has no cohomology
supported by “half-spaces” whose conormals are contained in U .

In the sequel, we denote by T ∗MM the zero-section of T ∗M , identified to
M .

• By its construction, the microsupport is closed and is conic, that is,
invariant by the action of R+ on T ∗M .
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• µsupp(F ) ∩ T ∗MM = πM (µsupp(F )) = supp(F ).

• µsupp(F ) = µsupp(F [j]) (j ∈ Z).

• The microsupport satisfies the triangular inequality: if F1 −→ F2 −→
F3

+1−−→ is a distinguished triangle in Db(kM ), then µsupp(Fi) ⊂ µsupp(Fj)∪
µsupp(Fk) for all i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} with j 6= k.

Example 3.2. (i) µsupp(F ) ⊂ T ∗MM if and only if Hj(F ) is locally constant
on M for all j ∈ Z.
(ii) If N is a smooth closed submanifold of M , then µsupp(kN ) = T ∗NM ,
the conormal bundle to N in M .
(iii) The link between the microsupport of sheaves and the characteristic
variety of D-modules will be given in Theorem 4.2.
(iv) Let ϕ be C1-function with dϕ(x) 6= 0 when ϕ(x) = 0. Let U = {x ∈
M ;ϕ(x) > 0} and let Z = {x ∈M ;ϕ(x) ≥ 0}. Then,

µsupp(kU ) = U ×M T ∗MM ∪ {(x;λdϕ(x));ϕ(x) = 0, λ ≤ 0},
µsupp(kZ) = Z ×M T ∗MM ∪ {(x;λdϕ(x));ϕ(x) = 0, λ ≥ 0}.

In these pictures, M = R and T ∗M = R2.

Co-isotropic subsets

The map πM : T ∗M −→M induces the maps

T ∗T ∗M T ∗M ×M T ∗M
πMdoo πMπ // T ∗M

(see Diagram 3.1 below). By composing the map πMd with the diagonal
map T ∗M ↪→ T ∗M ×M T ∗M , we get a map αM : T ∗M −→ T ∗T ∗M , that
is, a section of T ∗(T ∗M). This is the Liouville 1-form, given in a local
homogeneous symplectic coordinate system (x; ξ) on T ∗M , by

αM =

n∑
j=1

ξj dxj .
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The differential dαM of the Liouville form is the symplectic form ωM on
T ∗M given in a local symplectic coordinate system (x; ξ) on T ∗M by ωM =∑n

j=1 dξj ∧ dxj . Hence T ∗M is not only a symplectic manifold, it is a
homogeneous (or exact) symplectic manifold.

The form ωM induces an isomorphism H : T ∗(T ∗M) ∼−→ T (T ∗M) called
the Hamiltonian isomorphism. In a local symplectic coordinate system
(x; ξ), this isomorphism is given by

H(〈λ, dx〉+ 〈µ, dξ〉) = −〈λ, ∂ξ〉+ 〈µ, ∂x〉.

Definition 3.3 (See [KS90, Def. 6.5.1]). A subset S of T ∗M is co-isotropic
(one also says involutive) at p ∈ T ∗M if Cp(S, S)⊥ ⊂ Cp(S). Here we
identify the orthogonal Cp(S, S)⊥ to a subset of TpT

∗M via the Hamiltonian
isomorphism.

When S is smooth, one recovers the usual notion.

Example 3.4. Let M = R and denote by (t; τ) the coordinates on T ∗M .
The set {(t; τ); t ≥ 0, τ = 0} is not co-isotropic, contrarily to the set
{(t; τ); t ≥ 0, τ = 0 ∪ t = 0, τ ≥ 0} which is co-isotropic.

An essential property of the microsupport is given by the next theorem.

Theorem 3.5 (See [KS90, Th. 6.5.4]). Let F ∈ Db(kM ). Then its micro-
support µsupp(F ) is co-isotropic.

Constructible sheaves

Assume that M is real analytic and k is a field. We do not recall here the
definition of a subanalytic subset and a subanalytic stratification, referring
to [BM88].

Definition 3.6. A sheaf F is weakly R-constructible if there exists a subana-
lytic stratification M =

⊔
αMα such that for each strata Mα, the restriction

F |Mα is locally constant. If moreover, it is a local system (i.e., is locally
constant of finite rank), then one says that F is R-constructible.

One denotes by Db
w-R-c(kM ) (resp. Db

R-c(kM )) the full subcategory of
Db(kM ) consisting of sheaves with weakly R-constructible cohomology (resp.
R-constructible cohomology).

A subanalytic R+-conic subset Λ of T ∗M is isotropic if the 1-form αM
vanishes on Λ. It is Lagrangian if it is both isotropic and co-isotropic.
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Theorem 3.7 (See [KS90, Th. 8.4.2]). Assume that M is real analytic and
k is a field. Let F ∈ Db(kM ). Then F ∈ Db

w-R-c(kM ) if and only if µsupp(F )
is contained in a closed R+-conic subanalytic Lagrangian subset of T ∗M and
this implies that µsupp(F ) is itself a closed R+-conic subanalytic Lagrangian
subset of T ∗M .

3.2 Microsupport and the six operations

Let f : M −→ N be a morphism of real manifolds. The tangent map Tf : TM −→
TN decomposes as TM −→ M ×N TN −→ TN and by duality, one gets the
diagram:

T ∗M

πM
&&

M ×N T ∗N

π
��

fdoo fπ // T ∗N

πN

��
M

f // N.

(3.1)

One sets

T ∗MN := Ker fd = f−1
d (T ∗MM).

Note that, denoting by Γf the graph of f in M ×N , the projection T ∗(M ×
N) −→M × T ∗N identifies T ∗Γf (M ×N) and M ×N T ∗N .

Definition 3.8. Let Λ ⊂ T ∗N be a closed R+-conic subset. One says that
f is non-characteristic for Λ if

f−1
π Λ ∩ T ∗MN ⊂M ×N T ∗NN.

This is equivalent to saying that fd is proper on f−1
π Λ.

Theorem 3.9. Let f : M −→ N be a morphism of manifolds, let F ∈ Db(kM )
and assume that f is proper on supp(F ). Then Rf!F ∼−→ Rf∗F and

µsupp(Rf∗F ) ⊂ fπf−1
d µsupp(F ).(3.2)

Moreover, if f is a closed embedding, this inclusion is an equality.

This result may be interpreted as a “stationary phase lemma” for sheaves,
or else as a generalization of Morse theory for sheaves (see below).
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On this picture, one represents the direct image of the constant sheaf
on the contour. The microsupport of the direct image is contained in the
image of the “horizontal” conormal vectors. This shows that the inclusion
in Theorem 3.9 may be strict.

Theorem 3.10. Let f : M −→ N be a morphism of manifolds, let G ∈
Db(kN ) and assume that f is non-characteristic with respect to µsupp(G).
Then the natural morphism f−1G⊗ ωM/N −→ f !G is an isomorphism and

µsupp(f−1G) ⊂ fdf−1
π (µsupp(G)).(3.3)

Moreover, if f is submersive, this inclusion is an equality.

Note that the formulas for the microsupport of the direct or inverse
images is analogue to those for the direct or inverse images of D-modules.

Corollary 3.11. Let F1, F2 ∈ Db(kM ).

(i) Assume that µsupp(F1) ∩ µsupp(F2)a ⊂ T ∗MM . Then

µsupp(F1

L
⊗F2) ⊂ µsupp(F1) + µsupp(F2).

(ii) Assume that µsupp(F1) ∩ µsupp(F2) ⊂ T ∗MM . Then

µsupp(RHom (F2, F1)) ⊂ µsupp(F2)a + µsupp(F1).

Note that the formula for the microsupport of the tensor product is
analogue to that giving a bound to the wave front set of the product of two
distributions u1 and u2 satisfying WF(u1) ∩WF(u2)a ⊂

√
−1T ∗MM .

Corollary 3.12 (A kind of Petrowsky theorem for sheaves). Let F1, F2 ∈
Db(kM ). Assume that F2 is constructible and µsupp(F2) ∩ µsupp(F1) ⊂
T ∗MM . Then the natural morphism

D′MF2 ⊗F1 −→ RHom (F2, F1).(3.4)

is an isomorphism.
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The link with the classical Petrowsky theorem for elliptic operators will
be given in Corollary 4.4.

Remark 3.13. (i) One can also give bounds to the microsupports of the
sheaves obtained by the six operations without assuming any hypothesis of
properness or transversality. See [KS90, Cor. 6.4.4, 6.4.5].

(ii) By applying the results on the behaviour of the microsupport together
with Theorem 3.7, one recovers easily the fact that the category of R-
constructible sheaves is stable with respect to the six operations (under
suitable hypotheses of properness). See [KS90, § 8.4].

Morse theory

As an application of Theorem 3.9, one gets:

Theorem 3.14. Let F ∈ Db(kM ), let ψ : M −→ R be a function of class C1

and assume that ψ is proper on supp(F ). Let a, b ∈ R with a < b and assume
that dψ(x) /∈ µsupp(F ) for a ≤ ψ(x) < b. For t ∈ R, set Mt = ψ−1(]−∞, t[).
Then the restriction morphism RΓ(Mb;F ) −→ RΓ(Ma;F ) is an isomorphism.

The classical Morse theorem corresponds to the constant sheaf F = kM .
As an immediate corollary, one obtains:

Corollary 3.15. Let F ∈ Db(kM ) and let ψ : M −→ R be a function of class
C1. Set Λψ = {(x; dψ(x))}, a (non-conic in general) Lagrangian submani-
fold of T ∗M . Assume that supp(F ) is compact and RΓ(M ;F ) 6= 0. Then
Λψ ∩ µsupp(F ) 6= ∅.

This corollary is an essential tool in a new proof of the Arnold non-
displaceability theorem (see § 4.2).

Persistent homology and barcodes

Persistent homology and barcodes are recent concrete applications of alge-
braic topology. They can easily be interpreted in the language of microlocal
sheaf theory, as follows.

Consider a finite set X =
⋃
i∈I{xi} ⊂ Rn (a cloud). In order to under-

stand its topology, one replaces each point xi ∈ X with a closed ball B(xi; t)
of radius t and looks at the topology of the set Xt =

⋃
i∈I B(xi; t), more

precisely one looks how this topology changes when t goes from 0 to∞. Set

Z =
⋃
t≥0

Xt × {t} ⊂ Rn+1,
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denote by (x, t) the coordinates on Rn+1, by (x, t; ξ, τ) the associated coor-
dinates on T ∗Rn+1 and by p : Rn+1 −→ R the projection p(x, t) = t.

Let k be a field and consider the sheaf kZ . Clearly, this sheaf is R-
constructible. Since the map p is proper on Z, we get that Rp∗kZ ∈
Db
R-c(kR). Moreover, one has

µsupp(kZ) ⊂ {(x, t; ξ, τ); τ ≥ 0}.(3.5)

To check it, one can argue by induction on the cardinality of I, using Corol-
lary 3.11. In fact, this result holds true in a more general situation, replacing
X with a compact set and Rn with a Riemannian manifold. This follows
from [KS90, Prop. 5.3.8].

Since p is proper on Z, we get by Theorem 3.9 that

µsupp(Rp∗kZ) ⊂ {(t, τ); τ ≥ 0}.(3.6)

A classical result of sheaf theory (see [Gui16, § 6]) asserts that any G ∈
Db(kR) is a finite direct sum of constant sheaves on intervals. By (3.6), one
gets that there are finite many intervals [aj , bj), aj ≥ 0, aj < bj , 0 < bj ≤ ∞
and integers dj ∈ Z (j ∈ J , J finite) such that

Rp∗kZ '
⊕
j∈J

k[aj ,bj) [dj ].(3.7)

Here we may have aj = ak, bj = bk, dj = dk for j 6= k. To the right-
hand side of (3.7) we may associate a family of barcodes as follows. For
each dj ∈ Z, replace [aj , bj) [dj ] with the vertical interval [0, bj) centered at
aj ∈ R (see [Ghr08]).

3.3 The functor µhom

In [KS90, § IV.4], Sato’s microlocalization functor is generalized as follows.
The functor µhom : Db(kM )op × Db(kM ) −→ Db(kT ∗M ) is given by

µhom(F2, F1) = δ̃−1µ∆RHom (q−1
2 F2, q

!
1F1)

where qi (i = 1, 2) denotes the i-th projection on M ×M , ∆ is the diagonal
of M × M and δ̃ the isomorphism δ̃ : T ∗M ∼−→ T ∗M (M × M), (x; ξ) 7→
(x, x; ξ,−ξ). One proves that:

• RπM ∗µhom(F2, F1) ' RHom (F2, F1),

• µhom(kN , F ) ' µN (F ) for N a closed submanifold of M ,
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• suppµhom(F2, F1) ⊂ µsupp(F1) ∩ µsupp(F2).

The functor µhom is the functor of microlocal morphisms. Let us make
this assertion more precise.

Let Z be a locally closed subset of T ∗M . One denotes by Db(kM ;Z)
the localization of Db(kM ) by its full triangulated subcategory consisting of
objects F such that µsupp(F )∩Z = ∅. The objects of Db(kM ;Z) are those
of Db(kM ) but a morphism u : F1 −→ F2 in Db(kM ) becomes an isomorphism
in Db(kM ;Z) if, after embedding this morphism in a distinguished triangle

F1 −→ F2 −→ F3
+1−−→, one has µsupp(F3) ∩ Z = ∅.

One shall be aware that the prestack (a prestack is, roughly speaking,
a presheaf of categories) U 7→ Db(kM ;U) (U open in T ∗M) is not a stack,
not even a separated prestack. The functor µhom induces a bifunctor (we
keep the same notation):

µhom : Db(kM ;U)op × Db(kM ;U) −→ Db(kU ).

and for F1, F2, F3 ∈ Db(kM ;U), there is a natural morphism

µhom(F3, F2)
L
⊗ µhom(F2, F1) −→ µhom(F3, F1).(3.8)

Moreover, for p ∈ T ∗M , one has an isomorphism

µhom(F2, F1)p ' HomDb(kM ;{p})(F2, F1)(3.9)

and (3.8) is compatible with the composition of morphisms in Db(kM ; {p}).
This shows that, in some sense, µhom is kind of internal hom for Db(kM ;U).

Now let Λ be a smooth conic submanifold closed in U . Denote by
Db

Λ(kM ;U) the full subcategory of Db(kM ;U) consisting of objects F ∈
Db(kM ) satisfying µsupp(F ) ∩ U ⊂ Λ.

Definition 3.16. Assume that k is a field. One says that F ∈ Db
Λ(kM ;U)

is simple along Λ if the natural morphism kΛ −→ µhom(F, F ) is an isomor-
phism. One denotes by Simple(Λ,k) the subcategory of Db

Λ(kM ;U) consist-
ing of simple sheaves.

We shall see in § 4.2 that simple sheaves play an important role in sym-
plectic topology.
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Microlocal Serre functor

Recall first what a Serre functor is, a notion introduced in [BK89]. Consider
linear triangulated category T over a field k and assume that the spaces⊕

n∈Z HomT (A,B [n]) are finite dimensional for any A,B ∈ T . A Serre
functor S is an endofunctor S of T together with a functorial (in A and B)
isomorphism :

HomT (A,B)∗ ' HomT (B,S(A)).

Here ∗ denotes the duality functor for vector spaces.
This definition is motivated by the example of the category Db

coh(OX)
of coherent OX -modules on a complex compact manifold X. In this case,
a theorem of Serre asserts that the Serre functor is given by F 7→ F ⊗OX
ΩX [dX ], where ΩX is the sheaf of holomorphic forms of maximal degree and
dX is the complex dimension of X.

There is an interesting phenomenon which holds with µhom and not
with RHom . Indeed, although the category Db

R-c(kM ) does not admit a
Serre functor, it admits a kind of microlocal Serre functor, as shown by the
isomorphism, functorial in F1 and F2 (see [KS90, Prop. 8.4.14]):

DT ∗Mµhom(F2, F1) ' µhom(F1, F2)⊗π−1
M ωM .

Here, ωM ' orM [dimM ] is the dualizing complex on M .
This confirms the fact that to fully understand R-constructible sheaves,

it is natural to look at them microlocally, that is, in T ∗M . This is also in
accordance with the “philosophy” of Mirror Symmetry which interchanges
the category of coherent OX -modules on a complex manifold X with the
Fukaya category on a symplectic manifold Y . (See § 4.2).

4 Some applications

4.1 Solutions of D-modules

We shall first briefly present some applications of microlocal sheaf theory to
systems of linear partial differential equations (LPDE), that is, (generalized)
holomorphic solutions of D-modules. This was the original motivation of the
theory. The main tool is a theorem which asserts that given a coherent D-
module M on a complex manifold X, the microsupport of the complex of
the holomorphic solutions of M is contained in the characteristic variety
of the system. (In fact it is equal, but the other inclusion is not so useful.)
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This theorem is deduced from the Cauchy-Kowalevska theorem in its precise
form given by Petrowsky and Leray, and is the unique tool of analysis which
is used thereafter. With this result, the study of generalized solutions of
systems of LPDE reduces most of the time to a geometric study, the relations
between the microsupport of the constructible sheaf associated with the
space of generalized functions (e.g., the conormal bundle T ∗MX to a real
manifold M) and the characteristic variety of the system. We shall only
study here the particular case of elliptic systems.

D-modules

We have seen at the end of § 1.3 that a system of linear equations over a
sheaf of rings R is nothing but an R-module locally of finite presentation.
We shall consider here the case where X is a complex manifold and R is the
sheaf DX of holomorphic differential operators. References for D-modules
are made to [Kas95,Kas03].

Let X be a complex manifold. One denotes by DX the sheaf of rings
of holomorphic (finite order) differential operators. It is a right and left
coherent ring. A system of linear partial differential equations on X is thus
a left coherent DX -module M . Locally on X, M may be represented as the
cokernel of a matrix ·P0 of differential operators acting on the right:

M ' DN0
X /DN1

X · P0.

By classical arguments of analytic geometry (Hilbert’s syzygy theorem), one
shows that M is locally isomorphic to the cohomology of a bounded complex

M • := 0 −→ DNr
X −→ · · · −→ DN1

X
·P0−−→ DN0

X −→ 0.(4.1)

Clearly, the sheaf OX of holomorphic functions is a left DX -module. It is
coherent since OX ' DX/I where I is the left ideal generated by the
vector fields. For a coherent DX -module M , one sets for short

Sol(M ) := RHomDX
(M ,OX).

Representing (locally) M by a bounded complex M • as above, we get

Sol(M ) ' 0 −→ ON0
X

P0·−−→ ON1
X −→ · · ·ONr

X −→ 0,(4.2)

where now P0· operates on the left.
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Characteristic variety

One defines naturally the characteristic variety of M , denoted char(M ),
a closed complex analytic subset of T ∗X, conic with respect to the action
of C× on T ∗X. For example, if M has a single generator u with relation
I u = 0, where I is a locally finitely generated left ideal of DX , then

char(M ) = {(z; ζ) ∈ T ∗X;σ(P )(z; ζ) = 0 for all P ∈ I },

where σ(P ) denotes the principal symbol of P .
The fundamental result below was first obtained in [SKK73].

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a coherent DX-module. Then char(M ) is a closed
conic complex analytic involutive (i.e., co-isotropic) subset of T ∗X.

The proof of the involutivity is really difficult: it uses microdifferential
operators of infinite order and quantized contact transformations. Later,
Gabber [Gab81] gave a purely algebraic (and much simpler) proof of this
result. Theorem 4.2 below together with Theorem 3.5 gives another totally
different proof of the involutivity.

Theorem 4.2 (See [KS90, Th. 11.3.3]). Let M be a coherent DX-module.
Then

µsupp(Sol(M )) = char(M ).(4.3)

The only analytic tool in the proof of the inclusion ∗ ⊂ ∗ in (4.3) is the
classical Cauchy-Kowalevska theorem, in its precise form (see [Hör83, § 9.4]).
To prove the reverse inclusion, one uses a theorem of [SKK73] which asserts
that the ring D∞X of infinite order differential operators is faithfully flat over
DX .

Elliptic pairs

Let us apply Corollary 3.12 when X is a complex manifold. For G ∈
Db
R-c(CX), set

AG := OX ⊗G, BG := RHom (D′XG,OX).

Note that if X is the complexification of a real analytic manifold M and
we choose G = CM , we recover the sheaf of real analytic functions and the
sheaf of hyperunctions:

ACM = AM , BCM = BM .

Now let M ∈ Db
coh(DX). According to [SS94], one says that the pair (G,M )

is elliptic if char(M ) ∩ µsupp(G) ⊂ T ∗XX.
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Theorem 4.3 ([SS94]). Let (M , G) be an elliptic pair.

(a) We have the canonical isomorphism:

RHomDX
(M ,AG) ∼−→ RHomDX

(M ,BG).(4.4)

(b) Assume moreover that supp(M ) ∩ supp(G) is compact and M admits
a global presentation as in (4.1). Then the cohomology of the complex
RHomDX

(M ,AG) is finite dimensional.

Proof. (a) This is a particular case of Corollary 3.12.

(b) One first shows that one may represent G with a bounded complex whose
components are a finite direct sum of sheaves of the type kU for U open
subanalytic relatively compact in X. Then one can represent the left hand
side of the global sections of (4.4) by a complex of topological vector spaces
of type DFN and the right hand side by a complex of topological vector
spaces of type FN. The finiteness follows by classical results of functional
analysis. Q.E.D.

Let us particularize Theorem 4.3 to the usual case of an elliptic system.
Let M be a real anaytic manifold, X a complexification of M and let us
choose G = D′XCM . Then (G,M ) is an elliptic pair if and only if

T ∗MX ∩ char(M ) ⊂ T ∗XX.(4.5)

In this case, one simply says that M is an elliptic system. Then one recovers
a classical result:

Corollary 4.4. Let M be an elliptic system.

(a) We have the canonical isomorphism:

RHomDX
(M ,AM ) ∼−→ RHomDX

(M ,BM ).(4.6)

(b) Assume moreover that M is compact and M admits a global presentation
as in (4.1). Then the cohomology of the complex RHomDX

(M ,AM ) is
finite dimensional.

There is a more precise result than Corollary 4.4 (a), due to Sato [Sat70].

Proposition 4.5. Let U ⊂ T ∗MX be an open subset, let M be a coherent

DX-module, let j ∈ Z and let u ∈ Γ(U ; E xtj
DX

(M ,CM )). Then supp(u) ⊂
U∩char(M ). In particular, if u ∈ HomDX

(M ,BM ), then WF(u) ⊂ T ∗MX∩
char(M ).
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Proof. One has

RHomπ−1
M DX

(π−1
M M ,CM ) ' µhom(D′CM ,RHom (M ,OX))

and the support of the right-hand side is contained in µsupp(RHom (M ,OX))∩
µsupp(CM ), that is, in T ∗MX ∩ char(M ). Q.E.D.

In case M is elliptic, we get that WF(u) is contained in the zero-section,
hence u is real analytic.

Remark 4.6. One can treat similarly hyperbolic systems and in particular,
one can solve globally the Cauchy problem on globally hyperbolic space-
times, using only tools from sheaf theory (see [JS16]).

4.2 A glance at symplectic topology

When a space is endowed with a certain structure, it is natural to asso-
ciate to it a sheaf (or something similar, a stack for example) which takes
into account this structure. On a real manifold, one considers the sheaf of
C∞-functions, on a complex manifold the sheaf of holomorphic functions,
on a complex symplectic manifold the sheaves of holomorphic deformation-
quantization algebras (which are sheaves only locally, globally one has to
replace the notion of a sheaf by that of an algebroid stack). Then, on a
real symplectic manifold X , what is, or what are, the candidate(s)? One
answer is not given by a sheaf but by a category, the “Fukaya category”.
We shall not describe it here, let us only mention that its construction is
not local (and cannot be so), its objects are smooth Lagrangian submani-
folds (plus some data such as local systems) and the morphisms between two
Lagrangians are only defined when the Lagrangians are transverse (which
makes it difficult to define the identity morphisms!).

It is only quite recently that people realized that microlocal sheaf the-
ory is an efficient tool to treat many questions of symplectic topology.
In [Tam08] Dmitri Tamarkin gives a new proof of the Arnold non-disp-
laceability theorem and in [Nad09, NZ09] David Nadler and Eric Zaslow
showed that the Fukaya category on T ∗M is equivalent (in some sense) to
the bounded derived category of R-constructible sheaves on M . These works
opened new perspectives in symplectic topology (see in particular [Gui12,
Gui13,Gui16]) and also in the study of Legendrian knots (see [STZ14]).

Note that, for U open in T ∗M , a substitute to the Fukaya category on U
could be the triangulated category Db(kM ;U) already encountered. How-
ever, if the objects of this category are associated with the microsupports of
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sheaves, which are co-isotropic, these microsupports are R+-conic. To treat
non-conic Lagrangian submanifolds, Tamarkin develops a kind of no more
conic microlocal sheaf theory by adding a variable t, with dual variable τ ,
and works in the category of sheaves on M × R localized at τ > 0.

Arnold non-displaceability theorem

Let us explain the classical Arnold non-displaceability conjecture, which has
been a theorem for long.

A symplectic isotopy of a symplectic manifold X is a 1-parameter family
of isomorphisms of X which respect the symplectic structure. More pre-
cisely, I is an open interval containing 0 and Φ: X × I −→X is a C∞-map
such that ϕt := Φ(·, t) : X −→X is a symplectic isomorphism for each t ∈ I
and is the identity for t = 0. One says that the isotopy is Hamiltonian if the
graph of Φ in X × I ×X is the projection of a Lagrangian submanifold ΛΦ

of X × T ∗I ×X . Then Arnold’s conjecture says that for X = T ∗N where
N is a compact C∞-manifold, ϕt(T

∗
NN) ∩ T ∗NN 6= ∅ for all t ∈ I.

As already mentioned, Tamarkin [Tam08] has given a totally new proof
of this result by adapting microlocal sheaf theory to a non-conic setting.
However, one can also deduce Arnold’s conjecture from another conjecture
which is itself “conic”. This is the strategy of [GKS12] that we shall expose.

Notice first that a homogeneous symplectic isotopy of an open conic
subset U ⊂ T ∗M is a symplectic isotopy which commutes with the R+-
action. In such a case, the isotopy is automatically Hamiltonian.

Recall that Ṫ ∗M denotes the bundle T ∗M with the zero-section removed.
One denotes by Dlb(kM ) the full subcategory of D(kM ) consisting of locally
bounded objects. For K ∈ Dlb(kM×M×I) and s ∈ I, we shall denote by Ks

the restriction of K to M ×M × {s}.

Theorem 4.7. [Quantization of Hamiltonian isotopies [GKS12]] Let Φ: Ṫ ∗M×
I −→ Ṫ ∗M be a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy. Then there exists K ∈
Dlb(kM×M×I) satisfying
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(a) µsupp(K) ⊂ ΛΦ ∪ T ∗M×M×I(M ×M × I),

(b) K0 ' k∆.

Moreover:

(i) both projections supp(K) ⇒M × I are proper,

(ii) setting K−1
s := v−1RHom (Ks, ωM�kM ) with v : M ×M −→ M ×M ,

v(x, y) = (y, x), we have Ks ◦K−1
s ' K−1

s ◦Ks ' k∆ for all s ∈ I,

(iii) such a K satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) above is unique up to a
unique isomorphism.

Example 4.8. Let M = Rn and denote by (x; ξ) the homogeneous sym-
plectic coordinates on T ∗Rn. Consider the isotopy ϕs(x; ξ) = (x − s ξ|ξ| ; ξ),
s ∈ I = R. One proves that there exists K ∈ Db(kM×M×I) such that Ks

denoting its restriction to M ×M ×{s}, one has: Ks ' k{|x−y|≤s} for s ≥ 0
and Ks ' k{|x−y|<−s}[n] for s < 0.

Theorem 4.9 ([GKS12]). Consider a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy
Φ = {ϕs}s∈I : Ṫ ∗M × I −→ Ṫ ∗M and a C1-map ψ : M −→ R such that the
differential dψ(x) never vanishes. Set

Λψ := {(x; dψ(x)); x ∈M} ⊂ Ṫ ∗M.

Let F0 ∈ Db(kM ) with compact support and such that RΓ(M ;F0) 6= 0. Then
for any s ∈ I, ϕs(µsupp(F ) ∩ Ṫ ∗M) ∩ Λψ 6= ∅.

Sketch of proof. Set Fs = Ks ◦ F0. Then Fs has compact support and
µsupp(Fs)∩Ṫ ∗M = ϕs(µsupp(F0))∩Ṫ ∗M . The direct image of K◦F0 on I is
a constant sheaf and this implies the isomorphism RΓ(M ;Fs) ' RΓ(M ;F0).
Then the result follows from Corollary 3.15. Q.E.D.

It is possible to deduce (with some work, see loc. cit. Th. 4.16) Arnold’s
conjecture from this result by choosing M = N × R and K = kN×{0}.

Legendrian knots

We assume now that k is a field and we consider a closed smooth conic
Lagrangian submanifold Λ of Ṫ ∗M . Recall Definition 3.16.

It follows from Theorem 4.7 that the category Simple(Λ,k) is a Hamilto-
nian isotopy invariant. (Note that this category may be empty. Conditions
which ensure that it is not empty are obtained in [Gui12].)
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Corollary 4.10. Let Φ be a homogeneous Hamiltonian isotopy as in The-
orem 4.7. Let Λ0 be a smooth closed conic Lagrangian submanifold of Ṫ ∗M
and let Λ1 = ϕ1(Λ0). The categories Simple(Λ0; k) and Simple(Λ1; k) are
equivalent.

Example 4.11. In R2 with coordinates (x, y) we define the following locally
closed subset with boundary the cusp

(4.7) W = {(x, y); x > 0, −x3/2 ≤ y < x3/2}.

Outside the zero section, µsupp(kW ) is the smooth Lagrangian submanifold

(4.8) Λcusp = {(t2, t3;−3tu, 2u); t ∈ R, u > 0}.

Now assume that M = N × R with dimN = 1, denote by (t; τ) the
coordinates on T ∗R. Assume that Λ is a closed conic smooth Lagrangian
submanifold contained in the open set {τ > 0} of T ∗M and that its projec-
tion on M is compact. By considering the image of Λ in T ∗N×R by the map
(x, t; ξ, τ) 7→ (x, t; ξ/τ) one gets a closed Legendrian smooth submanifold of
the contact manifold T ∗N × R. Its image by the projection π is called a
Legendrian knot, or a link, in M . Generically a link is a curve in M with
ordinary double points and cusps as its only singularities. A natural and
important problem is to find invariants which allow one to distinguish dif-
ferent links. The category Simple(Λ,k) is such an invariant and in [STZ14]
the authors show that it allows to distinguish the two so-called Chekanov
knots, a result which was not obtained with the traditional methods.

4.3 Conclusion

We have discussed here a few applications of microlocal analysis or microlo-
cal sheaf theory, first to systems of linear partial differential equations, next
to symplectic topology.

However, there are other applications, in particular in representation
theory (see [HTT08]), in singularity theory (see [Dim04]) and, since quite
recently, in algebraic geometry. Indeed, Alexander Beilinson has constructed
the microsupport of constructible sheaves on schemes (see [Bei15]) and this
new theory is being developed by several authors (see in particular [Sai15]).
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